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Nobody knows that an average of 14, Boy Scouts used to earn the Reading Merit Badge every year for the first
years of Boy Scouts. By , it was under 5, and dropping. The best Western writers experienced firsthand what
Western life was like, which includes writers such as L. The hardest part about getting people to change their
life is getting them to realize that they can change their life, and that it is in their own hands to do so. I think it
truly pays respect to the Arizona Rangers, who are the real heroes who tamed Arizona, making it possible for
statehood History has taught me that the winner in any conflict becomes the senior editor in any recounting of
that event. My biggest influences have been those who have maintained their own integrity to their vision in
creating a better world. Those include Walt Disney, L. The one character I am in awe of is Thor. That hammer
of his is awesome. He has always been the coolest. The best time to create is now. What is up with not letting
kids read fun books? Let them develop an appreciation for reading first. Ever hear of CliffsNotes or Monarch
Notes? I fell in love with the West when I grew up in Tucson, Arizona, in the s and s. And I loved to play in
my backyard! My mother always told me I could do anything I set my mind to. Then she told me I had to
finish eating my dinner before I could have dessert. Ron Hubbard wrote for pulp magazines, including his
Westerns, like the recently released King of the Gunmen. As president of Galaxy Press, he has created the
Adventures in Reading program in an effort to promote the Reading Merit Badge to more than 2. What do you
think?
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A man who really knew how to step-up to the plate. A man who knew how to get things done. A man who
always had the answers, no matter how difficult the question. A man who knew what to do even when no else
did. A man who always did things right, and always did the right thing. Wayne, you picked a star from the sky
when you chose Harriet to spend your life with and made a family with her. They all loved you deeply. We
thought you would be here forever, invisible you were, but sadly you have been taken from us. So we will
look beyond the sadness of today to the beauty of love that last forever and you will live forever in our hearts
and in our minds. Sincerely, Susette Kelo and family. Please keep all of your memories close to your heart and
remember the good times. May 5, Arlene, Sister Arlene, Harriet and family. Wayne grew up to be a
respectable young man. I remember our younger days. My deepest sympathy to all family. You always said all
you wanted was for us to have "forever"You had that from the start,the happy, the sad,the good,the bad,you
always had me to go through it with. Was it you talking to me? My thoughts and prayers are with you! We
hope it brings you comfort to know that you are in our thoughts and prayers. May 5, Arlene and Family
Patricia Tracy and George Rice. Heather McCaslin May 5, We are so sorry for your loss. Both of my sons are
in class with Chelsea and Brandon. Our prayers are with your family, there is a new angel in heaven. If we can
do anything, please let us know. I lost a great friend, but his memories will remain in my heart. Rest in piece
Wayne. May 5, I will miss you wayne. My thoughts and prayers for you and family. Harold and I hold many
fond memories of Wayne. He will be missed. May 5, We are soo very sorry. For it is these memories that shall
lend you the comfort and ease the pain of your loss. Marcia Day May 5, Wayne was a self-made man not
afraid to take chances. He clearly had a calming effect on my sister Harriet and his new blended family. Over
the years, he had many ventures and adventures but stayed focused on his goals and committed to family.
Brandon was lucky to have a dad who was both fun-loving and no-nonsense. Wayne will be deeply missed.
He clearly had a calming effect on my sister Harriet and his blended family. Brandon was lucky to have a dad
with such a sense of adventure tempered with certain family values. My thoughts and prayers are with those
left behind. Dawn Vars Phillips May 5, My thoughts and prayers are with you in your time of grief. May your
memories bring you comfort.
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I would recommend reading through the first post if you have not already, as I will be referring to it and this
post will probably not make much sense unless you have read it. As always, I am going to stress this is not the
only way to go about automating the process and is only to provide an idea as to what can be achieved. There
will also be a little bit of Groovy thrown into the mix for those that are running a user managed version of
OAC vs autonomous. A summary of the process that will be automated is: Run a Data Management data load
rule to extract planning forecast data, map and then generate a file. Run an Essbase Load rule to load data
from file. Before I start out, it is worth pointing out that I going to be using the same forecast year sub var,
Data Management and Essbase data load rule that I covered in the last post. For the first part of the process, I
want to extract the Essbase forecast sub var. This has been created at application level. The JSON response
includes the name and value of the sub var. For Data Management I need to convert this to the start and end
period. This is where a script comes into play and can automate the process: Now that the variable has been
extracted and transformed, the Data Management load rule can be executed. The idea is to execute the rule
with the following values: The job status can then be checked until it completes. Time to convert this into a
script which will execute the rule and store the response. The rule has been executed and the response stored,
now it is time to keep checking the status until it completes. In the Data Management target options of the
rule, a static filename has been set. This is where my example splits: Alternatively, for an autonomous
instance which I will cover first, you can download the file to a staging location, an example to do this could
be: The file will be available to load to OAC. There are a couple of options available, you could upload the file
to the OAC instance and then run a data load rule or use the data load stream option. The streaming option
allows you to run an Essbase data load rule but stream in the data, removing the requirement to upload the file
first. The body of the post should include the Essbase load rule name. The response will include a URL to post
the data to. The data can then be streamed using the returned URL. The response will include URLs to either
stream more data or end the data load rule. If there were no errors, a successful message should be returned. If
I update the data to include an invalid member and run the data load again. The response will indicate there
were records rejected and the filename containing the errors. This file will be available in the Essbase database
directory. An example of the error file is: An example of automating the stream data load method using a
script could be: I did have some fun trying to get the script to work as it needs to keep a web session active
between the start and end of the streaming. If you are interested in what is happening behind the scenes with
the data load streaming method, here is an excerpt from the Essbase application log. GL] Parallel dataload
enabled: A PUT method is required to the following URL format which includes the name of the file and if
you want to overwrite if it already exists: This can simply be converted into a script. After uploading you can
then run a load job which I will cover shortly. The user credentials are encrypted to create the basic
authentication header for the REST call. A method is then called to make the REST request and download the
file. The script can be run from the jobs in the UI. One of the disadvantages at the moment with Groovy in
OAC is that parameters can not yet be passed into the script when running as a job. As the script was
successful, the output file contains the following: The response includes detailed information about the job and
a URL to keep checking the job status. Once again this can be simply converted into a script to automate the
process. A script can automatically keep checking the job status, this is a similar concept to the earlier
example when checking the status of a Data Management job. Finally, on to running the Essbase load rule to
load the data contained in the file. The information returned in the response is similar to running any type of
job. The status of the job can be checked until it completes. The beauty of running a data load job compared to
streaming data is that the response includes the number of records that were processed and rejected. This part
of the process does not take much effort to convert into a script. With scripting you can also automate the
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can be reused across different data flows by just changing variables. If you are interested in understanding in
more detail about how automation can help, please feel free to get in touch.
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Goodwin worked as a journalist from the age of fourteen, and had an unsuccessful journalistic venture in Bath
in He left Bath and travelled to Australia, and later on, to America. He was a resident of a village in Bath. He
had a widowed mother and two unmarried sisters. He knew short hand and used to earn his living as typist in
England, Australia and America. He loved cricket, football and also gambling. In response to the
advertisement, twenty-five-year-old Goodwin applied for the job. After the first week Goodwin refused any
money, saying, "If Vivekananda gives his life, the least I can do is to give my service. In the weeks between
December 9 and December 23 Vivekananda gave at least 20 classes. These lectures were taken down in
shorthand by Goodwin. He transcribed them and prepared full lectures for press, while short articles were
prepared by another disciple Kripananda. Sara Bull mentioned about Gooodwin and the Harvard lectures in a
letter that she wrote to Mr. Goodwin supplied us with the material. They were guests of Mr. Goodwin had a
most cordial relationship with Swami Saradananda and also encouraged him to give his first lectures in
England. J Goodwin that Good was twenty three or twenty four years old but he looked like that of a thirty
five as he had a hard life. His heart was simple and sweet. He loved verbal jousting and if he got no chance to
argue with someone he was not happy. He was an ardent British Nationalist and loved cricket and all sports.
He supported her during her mediation in the conflict between the Vedanta Society of New York and Mr. T
Sturdy of London over the publishing rights of the books of Vivekananda, esp. Muller, another English
disciple and host of Vivekananda. Swami Vivekananda wanted Goodwin to start more active work in
America, by publishing a magazine and assist others in the study of Vedanta. He even opined against
Saradananda teaching Raja Yoga. The first of the letters was written on January 22, India is mad with
enthusiasm for him Swami Vivekananda. The people regard him in every sense of the word, as a Divine
Incarnation - as I do - and are constantly worshiping him. Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay, a disciple of Swami
Vivekananda and author of the Diary of The Disciple narrated in his book about his first meeting with the
Swami where he also mentioned about Goodwin being ever ready to serve the Swami. He helped in the
publishing of Brahmavadin and worked with Alasinga Perumal, another disciple of Swami Vivekananda. To
earn his living he had taken up a temporary job of a correspondent of a local newspaper Madras Mail. Later he
went to Ooty where aftr playing a game of cricket in rain he caught illness and died from the same on 2 June at
the age of 27 years. J Goodwin is remembered and honored as a disciple of Swami Vivekananda to whom are
owed most of the lectures of the Swami which are written down accurately. Vivekananda had said on
Goodwin, He is chosen for my work. What would I do without him! If I have a mission, he is indeed a part of
it. Soon after Vivekananda, who was in India at that time, was informed about it. According to Vivekananda
researcher Pravrajika Vrajaprana after receiving the death news of Goodwin, Vivekananda was "visibly
disturbed". The debt of gratitude I owe him can never be repaid, and those who think they have been helped by
any thought of mine ought to know that almost every word of it was published through the untiring and most
unselfish exertions of Mr. In him I have lost a friend true as steel, a disciple of never-failing devotion, a
worker who knew not what tiring was, and the world is less rich by one of those few who are born, as it were,
to live only for others. Alasinga had noted that there were only a few belongings off Goodwin, a bicycle out of
order , a watch and a few papers. Sara also wrote a letter that was published in Brahmavadin on June
Goodwin are his permanent contribution to us. This young man embodied the integrity and honour of the
gentleman to enemy and friend alike, in brief; he was a true Englishman with the spirit of sympathy,
responsive to the noble and divine wherever he found it, at home or abroad. Lahore Tribune mentioned about
his trips with Vivekananda to Lahore and Jammu in
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In he came to London, and on 18 December was instituted to the vicarage of St. He himself sided with the
puritans, and at that period inclined to independency under the influence of John Cotton. In Goodwin broached
from the pulpit of St. A pulpit controversy with other city ministers on this topic was calmed by Juxon, all
parties agreeing to desist. Next year Goodwin angered his opponents anew by insisting on the need of a
learned ministry. Juxon reported to William Laud that he did not despair of a good issue. Goodwin had a hand
in drafting the London clerical petition against the new canons of 30 June Alderman Isaac Pennington was
one of his parishioners, and joined his congregational society. During the next two years he published several
sermons, and a tract criticising the positions of George Walker , of St. Walker retorted upon Goodwin and
others with a charge of Socinianism in the article of justification. Goodwin defended himself in Christ set
forth, and in a treatise on justification. Goodwin immediately set up an independent church in Coleman Street,
which had a large following. William Taylor, his appointed successor at St. Goodwin obtained the use of the
church, but with a diminished revenue. Among his hearers at this period was Thomas Firmin , who took down
his sermons in shorthand. John Goodwin, satirical engraving 18th century. Goodwin defended the most
extreme measures of the army leaders. He was one of the puritan divines who, in the interval between the
sentence and execution of the king, offered him their spiritual services. Two Hymns or Spiritual Songs were
sung in his congregation on 24 October , the thanksgiving day for the victory at the Battle of Worcester. Or the
Triers [or Tormenters] Tried His ideas were often anticipations. His rational temper made him the opponent
of Seekers and Quakers, and gave him some affinity with the Cambridge Platonists. He rejected the distinction
allowed by Acontius, between tolerance of error in fundamentals and in other points. He kept out of the way,
and at length was placed in the indemnity, among eighteen persons perpetually incapacitated for any public
trust. According to Gilbert Burnet , his comparative immunity was due to his Arminian reputation. This may
explain why Burnet wrote that Goodwin was one of these enthusiasts. By his early marriage he had seven
children, two of whom died in The Return of Mercies, Impedit ira animum, or Animadversions vpon.
Impvtatio Fidei, or a Treatise on Justification, Later edited by John Wesley to combat Calvinist
antinomianism. Innocencies Triumph, or an Answer to Innocency and Truth Triumphing, , continuation. A
Vindication of Free Grace, , ed. Some Modest and Humble Queries, Jackson. Anapologesia Tes Antapologias,
or The Inexcusablenesse of Antapologia, first and only part; against Thomas Edwards. A Candle to see the
Sunne, , appendix to Hagiomastix. The Unrighteous Judge, i. The Remedy of Unreasonableness, Jackson.
Moses made Angry; a Letter Confidence Dismounted, or a Letter to Mr. Richard Resbury , Jackson.
Philadelphia, or XL Queries, , on baptism. The Apologist Condemned, Jackson, a vindication of this work.
Dissatisfaction Satisfied in Seventeen. Peace Protected, , amplification; contains a warning against the "fift
monarchic" men. The Six Booksellers Proctor Non-suited, Mercy in her Exaltation, , funeral sermon, 20
April, for Daniel Taylor. Triumviri, or the Genius
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It was founded by Henry Ford and incorporated on June 16, The company sells automobiles and commercial
vehicles under the Ford brand and most luxury cars under the Lincoln brand. The company is listed on the
New York Stock Exchange and is controlled by the Ford family; they have minority ownership but the
majority of the voting power. Only of 2, passengers and crew on board survive. There were an estimated 2,
passengers and crew aboard, and more than 1, died, making it one of the deadliest commercial peacetime
maritime disasters in modern history. RMS Titanic was the largest ship afloat at the time it entered service and
was the second of three Olympic-class ocean liners operated by the White Star Line. It was built by the
Harland and Wolff shipyard in Belfast. Thomas Andrews, her architect, died in the disaster. George Herman
"Babe" Ruth Jr. Ruth established many MLB batting records, including career home runs , runs batted in RBIs
2, , bases on balls 2, , slugging percentage. Ruth is regarded as one of the greatest sports heroes in American
culture and is considered by many to be the greatest baseball player of all time. In , Ruth was elected into the
Baseball Hall of Fame as one of its "first five" inaugural members. Around 70, people are killed instantly, and
some tens of thousands die in subsequent years from burns and radiation poisoning. It was the most global war
in history; it directly involved more than million people from over 30 countries. In a state of total war, the
major participants threw their entire economic, industrial, and scientific capabilities behind the war effort,
blurring the distinction between civilian and military resources. World War II was the deadliest conflict in
human history, marked by 50 to 85 million fatalities, most of whom were civilians in the Soviet Union and
China. It included massacres, the genocide of the Holocaust, strategic bombing, premeditated death from
starvation and disease and the only use of nuclear weapons in war. Launch of Sputnik 1, the first artificial
satellite to orbit the Earth. The technological superiority required for such dominance was seen as necessary
for national security, and symbolic of ideological superiority. The Space Race spawned pioneering efforts to
launch artificial satellites, uncrewed space probes of the Moon, Venus, and Mars, and human spaceflight in
low Earth orbit and to the Moon. Martin Luther King Jr. Born in Atlanta, King is best known for advancing
civil rights through nonviolence and civil disobedience, tactics his Christian beliefs and the nonviolent
activism of Mahatma Gandhi helped inspire. Star Wars is a American epic space opera film written and
directed by George Lucas. It is the first film in the original Star Wars trilogy and the beginning of the Star
Wars franchise.
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The post also covered an alternative way of executing processes in FDMEE by calling a Java Servlet which
behind the scenes is basically the same method the command batch scripts use. In this first part I will show
how simple it is to execute data load rules and batches using the REST API, now I did cover this previously
for the cloud and it is pretty much the same principal for on-premise but I thought I would go over it again to
clear any confusion. In the examples I will use a REST Client boomerang for Chrome and for scripting
PowerShell, I have said this before but I have only picked them because I find them easy to use and good for
demonstration purposes, the beauty is there are many different clients and scripting languages that can take
advantage of REST so just use the one you are most comfortable with. I have the following data load rule
which has a source file and target planning application. Another of the new features in the PSU is the ability to
load non numeric data, once again I have covered this is in the cloud but this is a good time to test out the
functionality for on-premise FDMEE. For this example, I have created a Text, Date and Smart List member in
the target planning application. The source file has the three members and data with the equivalent data type
There is also a form to verify that the non-numeric data has been loaded correctly. This means that accumulate
and replace by security are not there, if you need to use those export values then as a workaround you can
create a batch in FDMEE and use the REST resource to run the batch. For the data load rule I am going to
execute the parameters translate into the following: The request can be sent and a response will be returned
with parameters and values in JSON format which provide information about the job. Back to my form in
planning and the non-numeric data has been loaded correctly, so that is two pieces of new functionality tested
in one go. Converting this into a script is a simple task, with not much effort and a small amount of code an
FDMEE data load rule can be executed. To keep checking the status the URL in the returned href parameter
can be stored and then a request made using the URL. Moving on to the next REST resource and that is the
ability to run batches. For my example I have the following batch created which just executes the same load
rule as the previous example. Only a couple of input parameters are required in the body of the request to the
resource. For my example this translates to the following request in the REST client: Just like with the data
rule a response is returning containing all the job information. The response will only contain the details of the
main batch process and not the ID of the jobs that are part of the batch, this is not really a problem as you
would only really be interested in the status of the overall batch process. As the job ID of the batch is returned
and you will already know the order of the jobs then you could easily check the details of each of the jobs in
the batch. In terms of scripting then the code would be pretty much similar to running a data load and the only
difference being less parameters are required in the body of the request. One thing that would be beneficial
that is not included in the REST responses is the start and end times of the processes, maybe Oracle will
include them at some point in the future.
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Dr. John F. Goodwin It is with sadness that we announce the passing of our Dad, Grampa and friend, Dr. John "Jack"
Goodwin who left this life Monday August 14th, , after a brief illness. Jack was a lifelong New Britain resident born to Dr.
Frank X. Goodwin and Martha (Nugent) Goodwin on February 2,

Flowers John Goodwin was born in Sligo, Ireland. He was baptized in St. He married Sarah Smith 11 April in
St. Their first two of fourteen children were born in Hamilton, Ontario, while the other children were born in
Minnesota. John was a farmer much of his life. In the census he was living in Judson, Blue Earth County,
Minnesota and his occupation was listed as "running ferry. Information by Nancy Lang. He was born of
English parentage, at Sligo, Ireland, on September 3, His father was a captain in the English army and was
stationed in Ireland at the time. Goodwin came to Montreal, Canada as a child. He married Sarah Smith on
April 11, in Montreal. In the spring of , Mr. Goodwin and his brother-in-law, Robert Patterson, preempted
land. They laid out the town site of Judson and it was annexed in December, Goodwin was postmaster at
Judson, and when the township was organized, was made one of the first justices of the peace. A few years
after the Indian uprising and massacre of , Goodwin left Judson and moved his family to Mankato, and except
for a short time spent in St. Paul, made Mankato his residence. Goodwin was a modest, unpretentious man, of
good abilities, and excellent character, highly respected by all who knew him. He is survived by his wife,
Sarah, seven daughters and three sons: Interment was in the Glenwood cemetery. Information from Mankato,
Minnesota newspapers and family research. John Goodwin was born in Sligo, Ireland.
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Theatre career[ edit ] In Goodwin became assistant to David Fairweather, a well-known press representative
for many West End Theatres. From â€” 56 he represented the annual Shakespeare season at
Stratford-upon-Avon during the great post-war Shakespeare renaissance there. In he was asked to re-join the
Stratford Company and that year, with them, visited Moscow and Leningrad St Petersburg. From its creation
in by its then director Peter Hall, and for fourteen further years, Goodwin was head of press and publications
for the Royal Shakespeare Company. In he was asked [10] by Sir Peter now director of the National Theatre to
move to the National and take up the same post there, a position he held until In these two appointments he
saw theatre history in the making. Both companies were staging productions of arguably unsurpassed
brilliance, while achieving massive expansions. These changes are now widely regarded as having been
wholly beneficial but, at the time, each met with a storm of media criticism, due mainly to the increased cost
in public money. Also at the RSC, together with the graphic designer George Mayhew, he invented and
perfected the revolutionary style of programmes [21] which combined expert comment with vivid graphics, a
format which was later taken up by virtually all subsidised theatres. Goodwin, deputy head of Inland Revenue
at Somerset House. His maternal grandparents were E. Lonnen , a star of the old Gaiety Theatre , and Emily
Morgan, a dancer. Previous generations were strolling players. When Goodwin was three his father died
unexpectedly. In , Jessie and her twins, now aged five, moved from London to the country. He and Fay would
give weekend parties [24] lasting far into the night, often attended by stars, among whom Goodwin remembers
Jack Buchanan , [25] Elsie Randolph and Boris Karloff. In he joined the Royal Navy as a rating ordinary coder
and served at sea in the North Atlantic and the Arctic. In the destroyer HMS Chiddingfold he took part in the
combined operation raid against German military bases in Vaagso , Norway â€” a notable allied success of the
early war years. In he was sent East, prepared for serious action, but saw none for the war with Japan ended
that summer. The couple met in and were together as man and mistress, later man and wife, until Suzanne died
in During much of that time they spent up to three months each year working and enjoying life in their
modest 17th century apartment in the South of France. A stepson James d. A stepdaughter, Marigold, adopted
by Suzanne and her first husband.
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